Abstract—Alcohol-related problems (assaults, accidents and/or crimes) and alcohol abuse are recurrent societal problems leading to high social costs. Finding adapted policies to tackle this issue isn’t a trivial task due to the highly complex nature of alcohol consumption as many interrelated risk factors interact in a hardly predictable way. This paper describes an agent-based simulation model, called SimARC (Simulation of Alcohol-Related Consequences), aiming at exploring the complex interplay of these factors following a generative process whereby theory and model co-evolve within iterative loops. To explore the complexity of alcohol use and abuse, we need not only to include the aforementioned risk factors but also their evolution and highly dynamical interactions across scales. Therefore, our agent-based model aims to encapsulate several levels of reality. Considering an ontology as catalog of elements and relation amongst those elements, our ontology-driven behavioral model includes: neuro-biological responses to alcohol use (individual level), peer influence channeled through various social networks (meso-level) and societal responses to alcohol-related problems (meta-level). This ontological framework aims to establish a robust test-bed to analyze — in silico — the plausible consequences of various public policies related to alcohol abuse in public venues. After a brief review of the literature, we present SimARC’s core structure and preliminary results.
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Introduction

World Health Organization (WHO), in its «Global Status Report on Alcohol and Health 2011» points that alcohol «is a causal factor in more than 60 major types of diseases and injuries and results in approximately 2.5 million deaths each year […] Thus, 4% of all deaths worldwide are attributable to alcohol» [1]. Similarly, a recent report from the Independent Scientific Committee on Drugs (ISCD) shows that alcohol, in term of social cost, is more dangerous than heroin and crack [2]. Moreover, Collins and Lapsley have estimated at 15.3 billions AUS$ (11.6 billions €) the social cost of alcohol [3].

Furthermore, both in Australia and Europe, heavy drinking session, known as "binge drinking" is on the increase leading to greater chances of individual harms (i.e. falls, pedestrian/car accidents) as well as greater risks of committing crimes (i.e brawl, degradation, violent assaults) [4][5].

Alcohol, through its legality and large availability, is now become a major health problem for governments [6][7] who generally attempt to resolve this social problem by applying different public policies, i.e. alcohol taxation, prevention campaigns and/or reduction in alcohol availability [8][9]. However, net revenues associated with alcohol consumption largely make up for subsequent expenditures in the Australian federal budget [3].

Therefore, alcohol-related social harm constitutes a difficult research topic [10]: alcohol consumption patterns adapt quickly to new policies. For example, individual change their drinking habits (i.e. "preloading" episode, shifting from one type of alcohol to another one) or license premises adapting their marketing to remain competitive. As well as all the others drug uses, alcohol consumption and its aftermaths are complex social phenomena: they result from the interaction of many risk and protective factors that dynamically evolve through time [11].

These factors belong to distinct levels of analysis: genetic predispositions; neurophysiology and neuro-pharmacology of alcohol; individual psychology; social and environmental conditions; current laws; economical constrains or cultural norms [12]. We consider here three levels of analysis: a micro-level (the individual, his neurologic, physiologic and social characteristics), a meso-level (groups, peer influence and significant others) and a macro-level (public policies, urban geography and societal responses).

Our work aims to create a social simulation, which integrates three levels of analysis in order to get a better understanding of alcohol use and misuse. Once calibrated and validated, this type of simulation model could be used to inform policy-making debate on alcohol [13]. To describe this simulation, we will review the different components of the model, then we will discuss the need for new technologies to capture alcohol-related problems and finally, we will describe the different components of SimARC and show some preliminary results.
Alcohol Use: a Multi-Factorial System

Inside these three levels five components interact together: Alcohol, Individual, Network, Context and Society. We consider the interaction between the alcohol and individual components constitutes the prima causa of alcohol-related harms.

Micro-level: Alcohol/Individual

Alcohol is a potent psychoactive and highly addictive substance. BAC (Blood Alcohol Concentration) is the main indicator of alcohol intoxication and impairment. BAC gives good indications concerning cognitive and motor impairment: the following figure (cf. figure 1) illustrates the relation between accident and BAC [14].
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To understand alcohol-fuelled violence, BAC is not sufficient. Looking at the neurobiology of alcohol will give us good indications on the way to model these behaviors. Ethanol, the active principle of alcohol, impacts on several neurotransmitters, but Dopamine, Gamma-Amino-Butyric Acid (GABA), Glutamate and Serotonin (5-HT) are strongly related to behavioral changes [15]. As most of the other drugs, alcohol induces release of Dopamine, the neurotransmitter of reward and pleasure: dopamine increases self-confidence, and happiness. However, it is also considered as one of the key-factors that trigger craving, addiction as well as schizophrenia [16].

Ethanol also acts on GABA, the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain. In normal concentration, GABA has a relaxant effect, but higher doses cause drowsiness and motor impairments [17]. GABA has also the function of balancing the excitatory action of Glutamate. This neurotransmitter, at standard dose is implied in learning and memorization [18]; inversely, a high concentration of Glutamate in the brain can generate "excitotoxicity", impairing or killing neurons.

Finally, alcohol interacts strongly with Serotonin. Also known as 5-HydroxyTryptamine (5-HT), this neurotransmitter is responsible for mood regulation, sleeping cycles and thermoregulation. Mild dose leads to euphoria and a general sentiment of happiness. Conversely, depleted serotonin level is correlated with depression and aggressive behaviors [19].

From a neurophysiologic viewpoint, during alcohol consumption the level of Glutamate in the brain decreases with a correlative increase in GABA concentrations, giving a mild relaxant feeling and desinhibition. At the same time, the agonist effect of alcohol on Dopamine and Serotonin neurotransmitters induces euphoria as well as feelings of happiness and self-confidence in the user [20]. Inversely, excessive amounts of GABA and low rates of Glutamate lead to motor impairment, lack of concentration and potentially induce sleep, increasing dramatically the chance of being involve in a car or pedestrian accident.

Once the organism slowly gets rid of the alcohol, "stocks" of neurotransmitters have been largely depleted. The "calm down" period starts and users sense the different side effects following their consumption. Individuals, due to dopamine and serotonin depletions, will start to feel depressed, get moody and/or exhibit violent behaviors. Moreover, neuronal connections might be damaged, consequence of high glutamate concentration (excitotoxicity) [21].

This short review of the neuro-pharmacology of alcohol gives a partial explanation of behavioral changes but remains insufficient if it is not linked to social reactions and especially peer influence.

Meso-level: Individual/Group

Sociology has studied the impact of peer perception and influence regarding alcohol and drug use. Making reference to social learning theory, Kilpatrick et al. [22] and Flay et al. [23] have shown that children witnessing drug consumption from "significant others" (parents, sibling or tutors) have an increased risk of substance abuse. Obviously this influence can be extended to other elements of personal interactions, "peer pressure" has an important influence on experimental alcohol and drug use.

On this subject, a vast literature exists about the social influence of friendship groups [24] indicating that individuals are influenced (positively or negatively) by their friends but also select which peers they have to mix with in order to find and use any drugs [25].

If peer-pressure has been the object of many studies as a risk factor, "social control" coming from members of the family, friends or community consist a solid protective
factor [26]. Drug users compare their behaviors and consumption to other consumer comportments: irrational or erratic behaviors are generally banned and stigmatized [27]. However, repeated public misbehaviors around a particular location and/or generalization of alcohol-fuelled violence and disorders call to societal and political responses.

**Macro-level: Social Environment/all components**

According to Livingston, the density of alcohol-related venues is directly related to violence in all neighborhood type, but bars and nightclubs are associated with violence in the inner city while packaged alcohol outlets were associated with violence in suburban zone [28][29].

Similarly, the social capital of neighborhood seems to decrease with the density of alcohol outlet leading to more incivilities and to a possible social segregation [30]. Inside those venues, measures as closing times [31], limitation of crowding and a coordinated staff [32] have significant positive impact on alcohol-related violence.

Alcohol price taxation is accurately associated to alcohol-consumption: in their review of the different studies done on the subject, Chaloupka et al. indicated that increasing the monetary prices of alcoholic beverages reduces significantly alcohol consumption and alcohol-related problems [33].

Having reviewed those different factors, we need to find a robust framework able to encapsulate these components and capture their inter-evolutions over time. Hence, we propose to employ computer simulation to mimic this social phenomenon.

**Alcohol-related Social Simulation**

Computer simulation models have attracted an increasing number of researchers and practitioners over the last decade. As a matter of fact, social simulations can be used as artificial social experiments *(in-silico)* to explore the consequences of pre-defined conditions on a range of specific social and environmental indicators. In his seminal book *‘Generative Social Science’*, Epstein argues that computer simulations provide new tools for integrative and empirical research in social sciences [34].

A particular instance of computer simulation, called Agent-Based Modelling (ABM), allows building artificial societies from the bottom-up; whereby individual autonomous agents interact, communicate and pursue personal goals while societal norms and regulations constrain their freedom [35]. ABM is also very helpful for collecting and making sense of dynamical (spatial movements, time series) or heterogeneous information (qualitative, quantitative, ill-defined or aggregated).

Finally, ABM is largely used in environmental, health or defence studies to explore intervention scenarios with policy makers [36]. According to Liu and Eck, “*crime simulation is [also] an emerging research area that has the potential of revealing hidden processes behind urban crime patterns and criminal justice system operations*” [37]. Again, the analytical value of this approach doesn’t rely on its capacity to describe spatiotemporal dynamics, but – more importantly – on its ability to assess different hypothesis about social causality [38].

In the field of alcohol and other drugs use, ABM has been successfully used to explore mechanisms of drug use initiation [39], and impacts of different policing interventions on street-based illicit drug markets [40]. Agent-based simulations concerning alcohol experiences gossiping amongst student [41], interactions agent-environment [42] or movement of alcohol user in the city [43] have mainly studied agent/group or agent/environment interactions.

Our aim is to encapsulate both neurologic physiology, impact of the network on decision, geographic data and societal response in a single model. Computer science concept of ontology seems to tally with our objectives. Originally, ontology was a philosophical concept which, a branch of metaphysics: coming from *ontos* (being) and *logos* (discourse), ontology aims to describe general properties of things. For our purpose, we will consider the computer sciences definition of ontology: "*a description of a particular domain defined by its objects, concepts, and their properties and relations*" [44].

This framework enables the description of the previous data and concepts in a common language, Unified Modeling Language (UML) (cf. figure 2).

**Overall Architecture of SimARC**

Like any Multi-Agent System (MAS), SimARC is constituted by the following elements [45]:
- An environment (E), a space that generally has a volume;
- A set of passive objects (O) which can be perceived, created, destroyed and modified by the agents;
- An assembly of agents (A) representing the active set of objects;
- An assembly of relations (R) that link active or passive agents to each other;
- An assembly of operations (Op) making it possible for the agents of A to act on objects from O.
Figure 2 presents the UML-based Class diagram of SimARC’s structure which has been subsequently implemented in Netlogo v4.1.3 [46]. SimARC’s interface allows the experimenter to choose the number of Streets, Bar, Disco, Bottle-shop, Hospital and Police station. Sliders help to choose how many Agents and Constables will be created.

SimARC users can select different scenarios: Alcohol Price, Police Operations and Public Policies. Using sliders, users can also select the probability for a constable to arrest a ‘problematic’ user and the probability of occurrence of alcohol-fuelled brawls.

In the following sections, we are describing the different components of SimARC and their dynamics. The last section provides some preliminary results.

Urban Environment and Interface

The visual interface is a drastic simplification of an urban area, the grid includes the following features: street (here in black), house (green), bar (blue), disco (purple), bottle-shop (orange), police station (red), hospital and a rehab centre. The figure 3 gives an outline of the urban environment.

Licensed premises (venues) have different Retail Prices and characteristics (Happy-Hours, Lock-out, Curfew, Crowding) as well as ‘Reputation’. Every step (tick in Netlogo) represents 2 hours time, 12 ticks a real weekday and weekend (Monday, Saturday etc.).

Figure 3. SimARC Urban Grid

The Retail Price varies according to the type of venues: bottle-shops have their retail price equal to the price chooses by the experimenter; bar sees this price increases by 2 and discos have a retail price multiply by 2. According to the Reputation of the venue, constables may be more inclined to patrol in that neighborhood and some agents can just avoid this venue. Actually and according to the implemented Public Policies, Retail Prices can increase for every alcohol-venues, but Happy-Hours can also be suppressed and/or Curfews or Lock-outs can be imposed. These different policies influence the choice and drinking patterns of the virtual alcohol users.

Agents and Networks

Each agent is characterized by the following attributes:

- Physical attributes (Health, Age, Gender, BAC);
- Status of neurotransmitters (Serotonin, GABA, Glutamate and Dopamine);
- A Stage representing its frequency of alcohol use and a correlated Alcohol-routine;
- Behavioral tendencies (aggressive, neutral or elusive);
- Memories of past experiences (past consumption, accidents, violence and sickness);
- Strategy to "get-back-home" once the night-out is over (private or public transport);
- Social characteristics (Income, Friends, Address, Favorite Venues).
An agent acts according to a series of heuristics based on an hourly schedule. All agents follow a "daily-routine": they go to work (part of their Address data), earn virtual money every fortnight (Income), eventually, decide to have a drink and finally, come back home to rest (restore their Health and Status of neurotransmitters). Agent salary equals ten times their Income (normal-distribution) every fortnight (randomly predefined). This salary constitutes "pocket money" for non-essential expenses, and is exclusively spent on alcohol. The average amount of this pocket money is equal to 200 (in a range of 50 to 360).

Alcohol consumption varies according to each agent’s Alcohol-routine and Stage. If some agents will just have a few drinks in their favorite pub on a Saturday night, some others can have several binge-drinking sessions at their dwelling all along the week. Others agents are just staying home and sober the whole week, resulting in no individual harm or social trouble. Agents drinking large quantities of alcohol can exhibit violent or hazardous behaviors (brawl, accident and having been sick are counted and memorized) and these "binge-drinking" sessions decrease their Health attribute.

One unit of alcohol represents one Standard Drink (10 g of alcohol) and each "Drink" increases male agent BAC by 10/(Weight x 0.7) and by 10/(Weight x 0.6) for female agent. BAC is decreased by 0.15 every step (2 hours time). Each SD modifies the levels of neurotransmitters and the relative balance of neurotransmitters changes individual patterns. Based on their cumulative experience of negative consequences (personal or witnessed) during or after successive night-outs, agents may change their mind and representation about alcohol. In turn, these updated beliefs might modify an agent’s Alcohol-routine and Stage.

Moreover, agents can interact through physical co-location in the spatial environment or through messages amongst friendship networks. Thus, agents of a same group have night-out all together in network Favorite Venues. Those Friends of the group can also "enjoin" an agent with a low Health or frequent dangerous behaviors to "slow down": if this agent consents, it will not go out nor drink for one to two weeks, restoring its Health from its previous consumptions; otherwise, it will leave from its primary network to find new drinking mates.

Preliminary Results

This section will present some preliminary results from SimARC. This simulation hasn't been entirely calibrated yet; therefore, these experiments in-silico intend to test the internal consistency of the model. To do so, we examine the consequences of alcohol taxation policy. Six different price scaling factors have been tested: x1, x5, x8, x10, x12 and x15 (relative to the average $200 available to agents).

In this experiment, the virtual population is composed of 750 agents and 2 constables. The latter have 1% chance to arrest users with a BAC > 0.05 g/dL. In order to initiate the simulation, we arbitrarily consider the following distribution: 70% of the agents start at Stage 1, 15% at Stage 2, 10% at Stage 3 and 5% at Stage 4.

We have run 50 replicates of each simulation running over 4367 time steps (equivalent to one year in total). Quantities of alcohol consumed for each scenario has been measured as well as the evolution of the population distribution across the different Stages.

Figure 4 summarizes our results on Standard Drink consumption depending of the price of alcohol:

As shown in figure 4, alcohol consumption level decreases with an augmentation of the taxation rate: a 3.4% decrease between P5 and P8, 8.6% between P5 and P10, 15.7% between P5 and P12, and, finally, 23.6% between P5 and P15. These results are consistent with other studies [33]. The lack of response between P1 and P5 can be attributed partly to the "social control" operated by peers and partly to the evolution of individual opinions in response to bad experiences during heavy drinking sessions (see above).

An essential mechanism involved in intoxication is the neurological tolerance of each individual to alcohol and its evolution. Tolerance reflects the adaptation of both brain and body to any drug. A major consequence of tolerance mechanisms is that individuals need to increase the dosage and/or frequency of intake to achieve the effects as before.

SimARC neurologic ‘motor’ works as follow: each drink increases neurotransmitters concentration, if any concentration reaches the "Tolerance-Threshold" of its related neurotransmitters, agent will exhibit specific behaviours (i.e. if the Tolerance-Threshold of Dopamine is
reached, an agent’s Behavior will shift to "Happy"). The Tolerance-Threshold increases after each drinking session (and decreases while agents are resting). Therefore, agents need to consume more alcohol to obtain positive effects. Once the frequency of SD by week hits a pre-defined level, agents change their Stage as well as their Alcohol Routine. We have implemented 7 Stages to simulate the evolution of an agent’s tolerance to alcohol through time from Stage 1, assuming a consumption of 2 or 3 SD/week, to Stage 7, assuming a severe addiction equivalent to 25 SD/day.

Our experiment gives the following results (cf. figure 5):
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Figure 5. Population Repartition (Stages) / Price of Alcohol

The number of agents at higher Stages (5, 6 and 7) decreases with an augmentation of prices. Meanwhile, the number of agents at Stage 2, 3 and 4 increases. Our results seem to indicate that alcohol taxation has a positive impact by limiting heavy use and so, harmful individual consumption.

**Conclusion and Further Works**

Through our short review of different factors involved in alcohol use, we have underscored the necessity of a multidisciplinary perspective to understand the complexity of alcohol abuse related consequences. This complexity leads us to consider an ontological approach to capture alcohol consumption and alcohol-related social problems. The resulting model is implemented and simulated with Netlogo in order to run multiple simulations and to test hypothetical public policies.

At this stage, most of the algorithms are based on empirical heuristics calibrated against existing quantitative and qualitative data. While the simulation of behavioral patterns linked to alcohol consumption and driven by the neurobiological status of an agent is well advanced, the research team is still seeking complementary information to represent the consequences of these behavioral patterns. Both quantitative and qualitative complementary data are needed. We plan to conduct in-depth interviews with different categories of alcohol users in order to obtain a better understanding of alcohol users behaviors (how their habits change, what are the different reasons for such changes, how users evolve through life...). As proposed by Moore and colleagues, SimARC aims to integrate ethnographical and epidemiological information in an iterative way [48]. Next step will consist in integrating real urban information (GIS) in order to display an accurate geographical context and to provide a more realistic representation of public policies implications and results.
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